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A Pictorial of Information Exchange and Performance

Deputy General Manager, RLF China,
and translated by Echo Dong

The largest, most popular and most influential conference of the annual agricultural plant protection industry in China – the 34th
China Plant Protection Information Exchange and Pesticide Machinery Fair has successfully concluded. There were more than
1,100 enterprises present with more than 3,400 exhibition booths.
As a leader of liquid fertiliser plant nutrition RLF was proud to participate, and had a lively exhibition space, colourful product
display, and committed high-performance professional team in attendance. All of these attracted the attention of participants.

At the Start of the Conference
The RLF team was ready to meet the visitors with a fully focused attitude and outlook.
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Pictorial Study of the Day’s Activities
The following photo board displays the level of activity throughout the day. The exhibition space was beautifully prepared and the
full range of products were showcased. The level of interest shown by the visitors and guests to the booth was compelling. The
180m2 of booth space was constantly under pressure with the level of interest shown and RLF’s products proved very popular
with visitors.
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Evaluation of the Proceedings

Mr Wang speaking of his experiences with RLF products

Mr Yao speaking of his experiences with RLF products

According to Mr Wang, the General Manager of Shandong
Province Shen County Xiaoli Agricultural Materials, who has
been working with RLF for nearly five years, “the excellent
product quality has always been the basis of cooperation

Mr Yao, the Agricultural Development Center of Huxian
County, Shaanxi Province, said “that he first contacted RLF for
products in 2015, and found the application effects to be good”.
In the first-line planting guidance, it was found that the

between the two parties”. And he “welcomed the RLF
Agricultural Technology Team to his county to serve and
increase local sales and marketing”.

phenomenon of grape germination irregularity was very
common, “but after using RLF crop nutrition products, the
effect was so good, that it not only solved the problem, but also
brought great benefits to other farmers in Hu County!”

Summarising the Event
RLF’s continuous growth and splendid results are inseparable from the attention, trust and support of its customers. In the
future, RLF will continue to forge ahead and create a better future with all its partners by continually developing and
manufacturing high-quality products, good service and sincere mutual assistance.

The RLF Team, including Mr Ken Hancock Managing Director (front row, middle) who travelled from Australia to be present.
The content of this media page was accurate and current at the time that it was written. This media release is provided for interested customers and other parties, and
will remain a matter of RLF's historical record. Viewed in this context RLF therefore undertakes no obligation to update either material or content.
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